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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the customer basket described below:
* A customer has an existing basket that consists of multiple
items.
* One of the items is identified as a gift item by an attribute
at the product line item.
The developer needs to write custom code to fetch the customer
basket and then modify the basket based upon the items in the
cart. If the basket contains any gift items, modify the basket
and create a separate shipment for the gift item.
Four hooks are required to make the modification, beginning
with modifyGETRespone and ending with validatebasket.
* Dw.ocapi.shop.basket.modifyGETResponse
* -- missing hook * -- missing hook -* dw.ocapi.shop.basket.validateBasket
What are the two missing hooks in the middle?
A. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.beforePATCH
B. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.beforeDELETE
C. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.afterDELETE
D. dw.ocapi.shop.baskep.shopment.beforePOST
Estos indican antes de actualizar y antes de introducir
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
How does the LDAP synchronization process treat mail-enabled

groups?
A. as domain groups
B. as an LDAP list
C. as a user list
D. as a distribution list
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which technology was originally developed for routers to handle
fragmentation in the path between end points?
A. MSS
B. global synchronization
C. windowing
D. TCP
E. PMTUD
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD) is a standardized technique in
computer networking for determining the maximum transmission
unit (MTU) size on the network path between two Internet
Protocol (IP) hosts, usually with the goal of avoiding IP
fragmentation. PMTUD was originally intended for routers in
Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4).[1] However, all modern
operating systems use it on endpoints. In IPv6, this function
has been explicitly delegated to the end points of a
communications session.[2] PMTUD is standardized for IPv4 in
RFC 1191 and for IPv6 in RFC 1981. RFC 4821 describes an
extension to the techniques that works without support from
Internet Control Message Protocol.
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